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staffing
staff augmentation, RBCS and, 599
staff category, 43
staffing phase, 38
test teams, 319–353
standards/regulations. See also IEEE 829
standard
compliance, 23
hardware testing, 562–563
State column, 200, 201
state machines, 17–18, 21, 390
states, 17–18, 158–160
static mats, 298
static priority approach, 122, 123–125
status reports. See test status reports
STC Lab, 272, 274, 281, 423, 424, 437
STEP (Systematic Test and Evaluation
Process), 530, 531
steps to reproduce (failure description),
149–150
sticky wickets (bugs), 192–194
stocking test labs, 299–305
stopping criteria. See continuation criteria
“A Story about User Stories and Test Driven
Development,’’ (Coplien, et al.), 538n18
story-point velocity, 542
straw-man plan, 609
stress (quality risk category), 22
stress interview, 349
stress-test case, for DataRocket, 96–98
string testing, 7, 609
structural test coverage, 610–611
structural (code-based/design-based/
glass-box/white-box) tests, 2–3, 8–9, 104
students, testers and, 337
subsystem chart, 186–188
subsystem combo-box definition, 175, 176
subsystem field (bug-tracking database),
167–168
subsystem lookup table, 175, 176
subsystems. See also component testing
of DataRocket, 167
hardware testing and, 563–564
of SpeedyWriter, 167–168
subsystem interfaces, 19
subsystem sanity test, 554
Summary field
anomaly-report template, 177
failure description, 149
summary worksheets. See test-case summary worksheets; test-suite summary worksheets
supplier quality engineering, 564–565
Suri, Deepti, 255n2
surrogate keys, 271
surrogate metric, 230
Surviving the Top Ten Challenges of Software Testing (Perry & Rice), 264n1, 389n4
suspension/resumption criteria. See continuation criteria
SUT. See system under test
SWAGs (scientific wild-ass guesses), 199, 609
syllabus/body of knowledge, 331, 334, 335
system architecture. See also test-system architecture
information-appliance project, 374
Omninet, 585–586
System Config column, 201
System Config worksheet, 201, 202
System Cookers, 63, 217, 221, 299–300, 436, 437
system diagnostics, 554
System Overview and Key Features section (IEEE 829 test-plan template), 73
System Requirements Document. See Omninet System Requirements Document system testing, 7. See also integration testing
DataRocket and, 7, 122–131
defined, 329, 609
partial, test-case summary worksheets and, 200, 201
quality risk categories and, 21–24
system under test (SUT), 86, 147, 294, 609
Systematic Software Testing (Craig & Jaskiel), 6n3, 354n10, 530n13
Systematic Test and Evaluation Process (STEP), 530, 531

target audience
accuracy and, 407–409
hardware-allocation plan and, 408
planned releases (logistics database) for, 281–282
reports and, 407–409
TBD (to be determined), 50, 51, 610
technical support, 397–398
technical tests, jump-start for, 599
technology
new/cutting edge, 290, 409–412
technology skills, 328
technology-centered test lab layout, 315
Technology Trigger, 545
templates. See IEEE 829 standard; test-case templates; test-plan template
temporary workers, 362–374. See also contractors; outsourcing
temps. See temporary workers
tests/testing. See also Agile methodologies; distributed testing; management; test management; testing process; specific tests
blended testing strategy, 536
cost of, 477–478
in dark, 400–402
Dilbert cartoons on, 320n2
early adoption and, 409–412
global view
economic context, 475–495
process context, 497–514, 514–527
project context, 497–514
insurance model and, 476, 494
integration, into software life cycle, 380–381
managing, 134
might test, should test, can test approach, 1–46, 326
peripheral duties added to, 386–388
skills, 328–329. See also skills
“We test everything that could break,” 507, 508
without documentation, 400–402
Test Administration Requirements section (IEEE 829 test-plan template), 74
test architecture, 82
test artifacts, 610. See also test systems
test automation, 264
jump-start for, 598
RBCS and, 598
regression-test gaps and, 120–122
result-interpretation errors and, 264
test automation engineer (SpeedyWriter job description), 343–344
test basis, shifting, 540–541
test cases, 91–109. See also test-case templates
defined, 610
documenting
continuum, 108, 109, 138–142
precision/details, 105–109, 138–142
test cases, (continued)
incremental improvement, 133–134
managing. See test-tracking spreadsheet
prioritizing, 212–213
quality risks and, 112–113
screen-oriented registration, 99, 100
with serious problems, 219
stress (DataRocket), 96–98
test conditions and, 91–92
test procedures v., 223
test specifications v., 138, 610
test systems and, 91
test charts, 263, 604
test conditions, 83–84
creating, 91–92
defined, 610
hardware testing and, 554
test configurations
options, compatibility and, 23
section, 38
test coverage, 113–115
test environment/crunch mode and,
260–261
test-plan template, 61–62
test coverage, 109–118, 610–611
behavioral, 610–611
bug, 116–118
code, 18
configuration, 113–115
data-flow, 18
decisions, bad, 110–111
defined, 610–611
mistakes, 110–111
regression-test gaps and, 110, 118–132. See
also regression-test gaps
structural, 610–611
test-system, quality and, 13–14
test cycles, 39, 68, 203–204. See also cycles; life
cycle
defined, 68, 611
test release process, 66
test-plan template, 68
test dashboards. See dashboards
test data, 136–138, 137
test development
phase, 38–39
test-plan template, 60–61
Test Documentation Requirements section
(IEEE 829 test-plan template), 74
test efficiency, 379
test engineering, 337, 338
jump-start for, 598
test engineer’s role, 336
test environments
category, 44
cleanliness of, 309–310
configuration
crunch mode and, 260–261
test labs and, 309–310
debugging in, 523
defined, 611
SpeedyWriter, 317–318
test-plan template, 61–62
test escapes, 67, 109–110
deadly, 265
deferred bugs v., 193
defined, 611
learning from, 133
low-fidelity test systems and, 110
nuclear-medicine device and, 265, 562
regression-test gaps and, 110
SUT and, 609
test execution, 38, 39
Gantt chart, 423, 424
managing. See test-tracking spreadsheet
monitoring, distributed test effort and,
442–443
outsourced projects and, 459–460
period, for test phases, 9–10
process, defining, 263
self-correcting element in, 16, 106
test-plan template, 62–69
bug isolation, 64–65
bug report classification, 64–65
resources, 62, 64
test cycles, 68
test hours, 69
test release management, 65–68
test-case tracking, 64
test failure, 65
test funding. See funding
test ghetto, 387
test granularity, 2–4, 498, 499, 605
defined, 605
fishnet analogy and, 4, 498, 499
skills perspective and, 329
spectrum, 4, 8
test group, in organizational context, 383–386
Test Hardware report, 280
test hours, 69, 224, 225
test item transmittal reports, 66
test labs, 293–318
accountability and, 305
case study, 314–317
configuration management, 306–309
defined, 293
equipment damage, 312–313
equipment management, 306–309
garden-variety, 294
human factors and, 310–314
inventory, 299–305
Inventory template, 300–303
layouts, 315, 317
Locations table, 299
logistics database and, 299, 307
need for, 294–295
planning for, 295–299
productivity and, 310–314
safety and, 298, 305–306
security and, 305–306
selecting location for, 295
STC, 272, 274, 281, 423, 424, 437
System Cookers, 63, 217, 221, 299–300, 436, 437
test environment cleanliness, 309–310
third-party, 304
tracking concerns, 305–306
test levels, 73. See also test phases
test logging, 221. See also test-log template
test management. See also management
directions of, 388–400
hardware testing and, 553–554
jump-start for, 598
managing testing and, 134
skills, RBCS and, 599
Test Management Approach (TMap), 530, 531
test managers
development peers and, 395–397, 486
management peers and, 397, 486
organizational challenges for, 377–419
/other managers, work relations, 388–400
roles/responsibilities of, 377–378
test maturity assessment
CMM, 454–455
information-appliance project, 547, 549
test maturity models (TMMs), 530, 549
test missions, 82, 378–381
test oracles, 539–540, 606
test organization
as development-project resource, 384–385
independent, 385–386
models, 338–341, 383–386
as part of development, 383–384
Test Overview section (IEEE 829 test-plan template), 73–74
test passes, 39, 66, 203–204, 611
test phases, 4–10, 498–501. See also life cycle
benefits of, 8–9
configuration section, 38
defined, 611
early starting of, 9, 10
planning section, 38
project life cycle and, 498–501
staffing section, 38
test-execution period and, 9–10
test plans, 49–77. See also test-plan template
action verbs and, 76
approval, 75–76
clarity and, 76
documentation, 76
drafts, 51
exercise, 77
floor-plan sketch for, 296
master, 51
multiple, 50–51
pertinence and, 76
quantity of, 50–51
reasons for, 49–50
rough draft, 77
selling, 75–76
in testware, 82
test platforms
configuration dimensions, 308–309
data configuration, 308
defined, 294, 611
test policies, 378–381
test procedures, test cases v., 223
Test Process Improvement (Koomen & Pol), 530n13
Test Process Improvement (TPI), 530, 531, 547, 549
Test Process Improvement (TPI), 530, 531, 547, 549
Test Progress chart, 224–225, 238
test projects. See projects
test recruiting, RBCS and, 599
test releases, 39, 65–68, 204, 611
Test Reporting Requirements section (IEEE 829 test-plan template), 74
test results
auditing/updating, 261–262
misinterpretation, 263–265
proper delivery of, 404–409
test results reporting, 15, 16. See also
test-results reporting templates
Test Schedule report, 274, 275
test schedules, 37–43
test script languages, 139, 608
test scripts, 6, 60, 61, 281, 544, 608. See also
scripted testing
test sequencing, 15
test services, project, 598–599. See also RBCS
test set. See test suites
test setting diagram, for distributed test effort, 54, 55
test specifications, 105. See also test cases
test cases v., 138, 610
test-specification levels of detail, 139–142
test status reports (exercise), 412–419
test strategy, 82
Test Suite/Case column, 200
test suites (test set), 50, 82, 83, 100
defined, 611
prioritizing, 212–213
role of, 84
test systems, 1
architecture. See test-system architecture
best practices for, 90–91
composition of, 80
coverage, quality and, 13–14
defined, 60, 79–80, 612
fidelity, 12–13, 86, 110, 604
IEEE 829 test-system templates, 99–104
maintainable, 605
principles for, 90–91
quality, 85–88
test artifacts v., 610
test cases and, 91. See also test cases
testers and, 89
test teams. See also testers; testing service providers
defining, 325–338
equal treatment of, 354–356
information-appliance project, 374
in-house, 462–466, 472
island and, 89, 517–525
management of, 352–357
manager titles and, 381–383
motivating, 353–362
Omninet, skills for, 375
roles/responsibilities, 386–388
selection, outsourcing and, 452–455
size, 325–327
staffing, 319–353
testing service providers v., 462–466
virtual, 215, 422, 468, 473
test technicians, 336
test to fail, 513, 612
test to pass, 513, 612
test tools, 81–82, 83
assessment of, RBCS and, 597
defined, 612
hardware testing and, 553–554
resource category, 43
scrimping on, 522
test tracking. See also test-tracking spreadsheet
"Case Study Info Appliance Client Test Tracking.xls, 255, 565
Omninet, 249
test triage, 15, 16
test yield, 612
test-assessment and -improvement framework. See Critical Testing Processes
test/bug coverage chart, 226–228
test-case library, 83–84, 610
test-case life cycle, 209–212
test-case setup, 83, 610
test-case summary worksheets, 223
columns in, 200–203
extended, 206
halfway into first cycle of system testing,
200, 201
major problems, 220
worrisome, 217
test-case teardown, 84, 610
test-case templates, 79
basic, 92–96
IEEE 829, 101–103, 610
screen-and-field, 98–99
test-design techniques and, 104–105, 105n4
test-case tracking, 64
TestCases table, 237
test-centric test lab layout, 317
TestConditions table, 237
test-design techniques, 104–105, 105n4
test-design template (IEEE 829), 100–101
Test-Driven Development, 538, 538n18
Tested Configurations report, 283, 284
Tester Assignments report, 272, 274
testers. See also test teams
assigning, 264–265
certification. See certification
education/training/certification, 331–336.
See also certification
hiring, 341–353
mistakes, 524–525
new, training and, 352–353
skills, 264, 327–331
test system and, 89
tester failure and, 612
traits for, 320–325
test-fulfillment chart, 225–226
Testing as a Service, 422
testing certification. See certification
testing investment. See investment
testing process, 534–536
assessment of, RBCS and, 597
best practices, 534–536
*Critical Testing Processes*, 190n8, 454–455,
454n5, 530n13, 531, 535, 535n16,
597
defined, 528
improving, 527–534
*inside looking out* perspective and, 534
management, 534–536
mature, 497–498, 528–529
overview, 534–536
*outside looking in* perspective and, 534–536
process-centric view of, 535n16
quality and, 10–36
quality control and, 528–529
Test Process section (IEEE 829 test-plan
template), 74
testing service providers, 421–422, 428–431
advantages of, 429
case studies and, 460–469
disadvantages of, 430
effective use of, 468–469
in-house test teams vs., 462–466
organizational challenges and, 466–468
test tasks for, 463–464, 472
testing skills, 328–329
testing/debugging task continuum, 466
test-log template (IEEE 829), 221–223
test-management tools, 200, 262. See also
test-tracking spreadsheet
test-phase sequencing, 9–10
test-plan template, 52–71
bounds section, 53–55
change history, 71
frequently asked questions, 71
IEEE 829, 52, 71–75
milestones schedule, 56, 57
overview section, 52–53
parts (list) of, 52
project risks/contingencies, 69–71
quality risks, 55–56
referenced documents, 71
test configurations, 61–62
test development, 60–61
test environments, 61–62
test execution, 62–69
transitions, 56–60, 602–603
test-policy document, 379–380
test-procedure template (IEEE 829), 103–104
test-process-assessment models, 529–530,
532

test-result interpretation errors. See
result-interpretation errors
test-results reporting templates (IEEE 829),
232–236
Tests by Location and Tester report, 276
test-suite setup, 610
test-suite summary worksheets, 224
extended, 206
major problems, 220
no problems, 221
worrisome, 218
test-suite yield, 212
test-system architecture, 79–91
congruent, 602
defined, 79
ingoing and, 79–84
good, 519
maintainability and, 85, 88, 519
principles for, 84–91
test-system failure, 612
test-tracking spreadsheet, 199–256
case studies and, 217–221, 236–248
charts, 223–232
efforts, 205–216
exercises, 249–256
extending, test-case details and, 215
linkages and, 261–262
minimalist, 200–205
testware, 81–84
Therac-25 nuclear-medicine device, 265,
562
thermal tests, 554, 558
third-party test labs, 304
TickIT, 532
time and date handling, 22
titles, test teams and, 381–382
*T-Map: Next* (Koomen et al.), 530n13
TMap (Test Management Approach), 530,
531
TMMs (test maturity models), 530, 531,
549
to be determined. See TBD
 Tolstoy, Leo, 514, 515, 515n7
tools (Inventory template), 302. See also test
tools
top-down approach, 38, 43
torque force, 557
Total Fixed curve, 181
Total Opened curve, 180, 181
Total Resolved curve, 180, 181
TPI (Test Process Improvement), 530, 531,
547, 549
tracking. See also bug-tracking database
software configurations, logistics database
and, 281–284
test lab and, 305–306
tragedy of the commons, 305
training. See also certification; RBCS
/education/certification, testers and,
331–336
new testers and, 352–353
RBCS and, 333, 475, 536, 599
traits (for testers), 320–325
transaction handling (quality risk category),
18, 21
transfer strategy, 69
transitions (test-plan template), 56–60
continuation criteria, 59, 602–603
entry criteria, 58–59, 603
exit criteria, 58, 60, 603
triage. See bug triage process; test triage
Triangle, Iron Box and, 37
Trough of Disillusionment, 545
trust
bug-tracking efforts and, 190–191
distributed test effort and, 446–447
outsourced projects and, 458–459

V
V model, 451, 456, 501–504, 547
value, of RBCS, 596
vendor testing, 512–513
vendor-quality problems, 427
vendors, 421, 424–428, 564–565. See also
distributed testing
vibrations/drops/shocks, 23–24, 312,
555–556, 560, 564
virtual test teams, 215, 422, 468, 473
vision statements, 378
voltages, temporary losses in, 555
volumes/capacities (quality risk category),
19–20, 22
volume/speed, of change, 537

W
waiver requested, 64
Walton, Mary, 91n3, 533
War and Peace (Tolstoy), 515n7
“We test everything that could break,” 507,
508
“welcome changing requirements, even late
in development”, 401, 537
white-box tests. See structural tests
Whittaker, James, 106, 106n5
widgets case study, 469–472
Windows CE computer, for automobile,
267
446
work schedules, reasonable, 356–359
work smarter, not harder, 379
work-breakdown structures, 38, 38n8, 42,
43
workers. See outsourcing; staffing; temporary
workers; test teams
Wren, Christopher, 84
Wysocki, Robert, 38n8

Y
“You can tell the pioneers...”, 409

Z
Zen regression, 118
zero-sum game, 351, 486, 544